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Abstract:
Plasmonic glasses composed of metallic inclusions in a
host dielectric medium are investigated for their optical properties. Such
structures characterized by short-range order can be easily fabricated using
bottom-up, self-organization methods and may be utilized in a number of
applications, thus, quantification of their properties is important. We show,
using T-Matrix calculations of 1D, 2D, and 3D plasmonic glasses, that their
plasmon resonance position oscillates as a function of the particle spacing
yielding blue- and redshifts up to 0.3 eV in the visible range with respect to
the single particle surface plasmon. Their properties are discussed in light
of an analytical model of an average particle’s polarizability that originates
from a coupled dipole methodology.
© 2014 Optical Society of America
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1.

Introduction

Top-down fabrication tools have enabled the study of surface plasmon resonances (SPRs) in
complex nanostructures created with nanometer scale precision of shape and orientation [1].
Equally important are bottom-up methods which allow patterning long arrays [2], large surface areas with quasi-random [3] or ordered [4, 5] patterns, as well as fabricating 3D bulk
synthetic opals [6]. The optical properties of such structures stem from the properties of constituent elements, however, an equally and sometimes more important contribution arises from
the electromagnetic coupling within the composite. Indeed, an elegant example is the transition
from a single metallic or metal-coated sphere, which exhibit a relatively simple localized SPR
(LSPR), to a tunable band gap in synthetic opals assembled from such nanoparticles [7, 8]. In
other structures, a shift of the SPR as a function of the array periodicity has been thoroughly
investigated [9, 10]. With a proper arrangement of particles (tuning the lattice parameter) is
it possible to utilize interaction between the excitation of LSPRs and diffraction to generate
very narrow features in the optical spectrum in addition to the main single particle LSPR [11].
Tuning was also investigated in one-dimensional chains of ordered metallic particles in which
angle dependent collective SPRs and variable absorption were observed [12].
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Composite materials designed around a carefully tuned geometrical placement of constituent
elements are usually susceptible to disorder which may, sometimes considerably, lower their
efficiency. Because of this various studies have addressed the effects of disorder in nanocomposites [13]. Ordered systems which generate coherent optical effects, are usually characterized by either narrow-band or narrow-angle operation [14], although visible light absorption
with an average efficiency of 94% using a patterned-metal/insulator/metal stack has been reported [15]. This above mentioned geometry is currently widely employed for designing perfect
absorbers [16]. Indeed, particles placed over a back reflector are employed to address the problem of polarization/incident-angle dependence in perfect absorbers that operate at optical [15]
or infrared [17] frequencies.
Viable routes to creating novel optical materials involve disordered or quasi-random systems [18], made using low-cost and large area bottom-up techniques. The usefulness of amorphous materials depends on how the single particle properties are modified by their quasirandom spatial distribution. Amorphous arrays of simple disks or rods retain for the most part
the optical properties of the basic building block and make effective light harvesters [14, 19].
The effect of randomness has been investigated for cut-wire pair metamaterials where it was
demonstrated, that the antisymmetric resonance, contrary to the symmetric one, is not affected
by the degree of disorder [20]. Similarly, split ring resonators respond to disorder in a similar
manner by preserving the LC and shifting the dipole resonance [21]. Magnetic activity in the
visible arises in dielectric cores surrounded by disordered metal nanospheres [22, 23]. Instead of
metallic inclusions, nanocomposites can have semiconducting ones in which electromagnetic
interactions lead to optical nonlinearity that stems from a nonzero variance of the net dipole
field in the ensemble [24]. Hence, in certain cases disorder may in fact be beneficial [25].
Here, we investigate how the optical properties of metal-dielectric ensembles change with
the volume fraction of the metal inclusions. In these ensembles metal nanoparticles are arranged in a short-range ordered fashion inside a dielectric host medium (plasmonic glasses).
The paper is structured as follows. We begin by discussing in Section 2 the usefulness of the
T-Matrix method in these investigations and the generation scheme of amorphous arrays. Next,
we present the dependence of optical spectra of plasmonic glasses on the particle density, i.e.
the minimum center-to-center (cc) distance between the metallic inclusions. In Section 4 we
derive an average particle polarizability model that matches the T-Matrix calculated spectra
and use it in Section 5 to discuss the origin and evolution of the observed spectral dependence
on the minimum cc distance. After the conclusions we provide appendices that give additional
information on the derivation of the average polarizability of plasmonic glasses.
2.

Numerical simulations – the T-Matrix method

The numerical experiments used to identify the spectral features of plasmonic glasses are conducted using the T-Matrix method [26]. Briefly, the scattered field from an arbitrary cluster of
N spheres is decomposed into the sum of fields scattered by each sphere. The field acting onto
the ith sphere is the sum of the incident and scattered fields of all other particles. Using the
addition theorem for spherical harmonics it is possible to express those scattered fields in terms
of spherical harmonics centered about sphere i. Transforming these into a cluster-centered Tmatrix allows for calculation of various cross sections and other relevant quantities.
Plasmonic glass structures, shown in Fig. 1, are created using the random sequential adsorption (RSA) algorithm [27], in which spheres are sequentially added to a predefined volume (here
vacuum). In each step random coordinates are chosen and if the minimum distance between the
new sphere and all previously placed exceeds a minimum defined value (rcc = D C), where D is
the sphere diameter and C is the dimensionless center-to-center distance, the new sphere joins
the ensemble. This is iteratively repeated until no new sphere can be added. Here, we use a
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Fig. 1. Plasmonic glasses in 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensions. (a) The random chain is an array
along an arbitrary direction defined by the angles θ0 and φo . (b) The 2D amorphous array
is tilted at an angle θm to the z-axis. (c) 3D plasmonic glass. Notice the quasi-random
arrangement of particles in all displayed lattices. Spatial dimensions of the arrays are 810
µ m, 9.2×9.2 µ m2 , and 2×2×2 µ m3 , respectively for C = 1. (d) Pair correlation functions
for analyzed plasmonic glasses. The points represent data from the RSA algorithm used to
generate particle position for T-Matrix calculations and the lines show the fitted functions
[see Eq. (1)]. The pair correlation functions are similar; the differences in the spectra of the
different glasses originate from phase space, i.e. the dimensionality of the system.

Drude metal (ε (ω ) = 1 − ω p2/(ω 2 + iγω ), h̄ω p = 6.2 eV, h̄γ = 0.62 eV) spheres D = 100 nm in
diameter. We use a count of 6000 (6k) spheres and only to assess edge effects in the 2D case we
also simulate 10k particles. As it will be shown later, T-Matrix calculated resonance positions
for these two cases are almost identical. To fit 6k spheres we need 810 µ m, 9.2 × 9.2 µ m2 ,
and 2 × 2 × 2 µ m3 for 1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively for C = 1. In the T-Matrix calculations we
include the first four spherical harmonics.
Plasmonic glasses, while lacking long range order, exhibit short range correlation. This characteristic is evident in their pair correlation functions (PCFs), which are later required in the
development of the analytical model. We obtain the PCF by analyzing the amorphous arrays
generated by the RSA algorithm for the T-Matrix calculations and plot them in Fig. 1(d) with
points. Next, we search for an analytical function g(x) that fits well to the calculated data and
is easily integrable when multiplied by the dipole radiation function:




x − d1  −a1 (x−a0 )
a2 e
+ b2e−b1 (x−b0 ) ,
(1)
g(x) = Θ(x − 1) 1 + sin
d0
where x ≡ r/rcc is a normalized radial parameter of the pair correlation function and Θ(x) is
the Heaviside step function. Fitted PCFs for plasmonic glasses are shown in Fig. 1(d) with lines
and the fitting parameters given in Table 1 in Appendix B.
3.

Optical properties of plasmonic glasses

3.1. Two dimensional plasmonic glass
We begin the analysis by recalling the optical properties of a 2D plasmonic glass structure,
whose oscillatory behavior in extinction has been already analyzed and compared with experimental measurements [28]. Figure 2 presents the relation between the extinction peak position
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Fig. 2. Resonance amplitude per nanosphere vs. peak position for 2D plasmonic glass calculated using the T-Matrix method for 6k (red crosses) and 10k spheres (blue circles). The
markers are placed every 0.5C with numbers indicating values of C. The continuous line
represents the peak energy calculated using an average particle polarizability approach, see
Section 4 for details. The two methods give excellent agreement down to C = 2.

and amplitude per nanosphere. The numerical results for 10k and 6k spheres, indicated by circles and crosses, respectively, are arranged in a spiral pattern and tend to the single particle
value at 2.85 eV and normalized unity amplitude. This spiral manner of oscillations demonstrates that the extreme values of the resonance energy and its amplitude are offset by a quarter
period. Thus, when the resonance is furthest away from the single particle value its amplitude
is approximately that of the single particle and vice versa. Note the small spread in numerically
obtained points for both large and small arrays, which is indicative of a relatively weak edge
effect observed for as few as 6k particles and well defined average properties of these glasses.
The only exception is observed for C = 4.5. The reason for this is the close matching of the
resonance position (ca. 450 nm) to the minimum distance between the particles (also 450 nm),
resulting in in-phase coupling of neighboring spheres. For this cc value small changes in positioning may lead to comparatively large changes in the spectral response at resonance. Finally,
we point out that the line marking the analytically calculated resonance position (see derivation
of the model in Sec. 4), follows closely the T-Matrix results.
In the next section we will now show optical results for 1D plasmonic glass (an amorphous
chain) under various directions of illumination. This is important, as in a qualitative picture,
materials with higher dimensionality (2D, 3D) may be derived from appropriate assembling of
a number of 1D chains. Thus, as will be shown subsequently, their properties stem from those
of amorphous chains.
3.2. One dimensional plasmonic glass
We begin the plasmonic chain results by showing the optical cross sections of a normally illuminated amorphous chain of metal spheres in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). The electric field can be
aligned either perpendicular to or along the chain, see Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Markers
show T-Matrix results, while the three thin horizontal lines indicate the single particle resonance positions of scattering, extinction, and absorption. The oscillatory behavior of the optical
response is immediately visible, however, the oscillations are considerably more pronounced
for the electric field perpendicular to the chain as the peak position varies over 0.4 eV, while for
parallel orientation only over 0.15 eV. Again, the blue lines mark the results of the analytical
model detailed in the next section.
Figure 3(c) shows the dependence of the plasmon peak position of an amorphous chain of
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Fig. 3. Optical cross sections of an amorphous chain of particles normally illuminated with
(a) the electric field perpendicular and (b) parallel to the chain. Resonance positions are
calculated using the T-Matrix method (markers) and the analytically calculated average
medium extinction (thick line). The thin horizontal lines mark respective single particle
values. (c) Extinction peak position evolution with changing orientation relative to the incident wave. The chain orientation starts from (0,0) – wave incident along the chain, tilts
to (1,0) – electric field parallel to the chain, rotates to (1,1) – electric field perpendicular to
chain, and tilts back to (0,1). The angles are in units of π /2 for (θ0 , φ0 ). Notice the very
strong redshift of the plasmon peak for a chain illuminated along its length. As the incidence angle is decreased the redshift diminishes and only very small oscillations remain.
Rotating the chain from parallel to perpendicular relative to the electric field amplifies the
oscillations to maximum amplitude. The final tilting back to the grazing incidence restores
the strong redshift.

spheres as a function of the minimum cc distance between spheres and the direction of the
chain relative to the incident wave. The angles, expressed in units of π /2, vary from (θ0 =
0, φ0 = 0) – incidence along the chain – to normal incidence for the electric field parallel to
the chain (1,0) and perpendicular to it (1,1). When light propagates along the chain the optical
response is shifted by 0.5 eV to the red from the single particle resonance. Additionally, small
oscillations are superimposed onto the redshift. As the chain is tilted in θ to (0.5,0) the redshift
decreases quickly, followed by an almost complete disappearance of the oscillations at (1,0)
with the exception for small cc values (less than 0.1 eV difference relative to the single particle
value). As the chain is rotated towards perpendicular orientation relative to the electric field the
oscillations increase to their maximum value of 0.15 eV. The subsequent tilting in θ to grazing
incidence restores the slightly modulated redshift.
3.3. Three dimensional plasmonic glass
The optical properties of 3D plasmonic glass are shown in Fig. 4, with markers representing TMatrix simulation results. The most apparent feature, especially when compared to previously
described lower dimensional structures, is a lack of large oscillations of the peak positions. All
optical cross section resonances exhibit a steady redshift with scattering showing the strongest
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Fig. 4. Peak positions of extinction, absorption, and scattering cross sections of 3D plasmonic glass with 6k spheres calculated using the T-Matrix method. Markers show cc dependence, while horizontal lines indicate single particle values. The black dashed line shows
the analytically obtained extinction peak position which agrees very well down to C = 5,
between 3 and 5 it underestimates the peak shift, while below 3 overestimates it. However,
a consistent redshift of all cross sections is demonstrated.

redshift down to a value of 1.6 eV at C = 2 from a single particle value of 2.9 eV. The absorption
peak shift is much smaller and it can be seen that the relation of the absorption and scattering
peaks is exchanged. For sparse arrays (and indeed for the single particle) scattering is to the
blue of the absorption peak, but for C ≈ 6 this reverses. The analytical description of the average
properties is less accurate than in the low dimensional materials with the extinction cross section
being accurate only down to a cc distance of C = 5. For denser glasses the peak shift is only
qualitatively accurate showing a larger red shift for C = 2 than obtained from the T-Matrix
formalism.
4.

Continuous-dipolar-medium approach

The T-Matrix method is a powerful tool to calculate scattering from the plasmonic glasses,
however, it is somewhat limited in explaining the processes occurring within them. Taking
into account as a first approximation only dipolar interactions, we assume that the bulk optical
response of plasmonic glasses stems from the single particle polarizability α and is further
modified by interparticle coupling. The polarizability of a spherical nanoparticle in the modified
2
long wavelength approximation (MLWA) [29] is 1/α = 1/α q − ( 23 ik3 + ks )/(4πε0 ), where
α q = 4πε0 R3 (ε − 1)/(ε + 2) is the quasistatic polarizability, for simplicity, in vacuum, k =
2π /λ , ε is the permittivity of the particle, and s is a length associated with the particle size.
For a given sphere arrangement it is natural to describe the dipole-dipole interactions using
the coupled dipole approximation (CDA) [30]. The local field acting onto particle i, including
the contribution from all other particles ( j), is Eloc,i = Einc,i − ∑ j6=i Ai j P j , where we assume
that the incident field propagates along the z-axis Einc = E0 eikz and Ai j P j determines the dipole
radiation. It is important to notice, that in a medium composed of identical average particles
the polarizability of each is the same, albeit shifted in phase with respect to each other. Here
we define the average particle as having the same optical spectrum as the ensemble except for
the amplitude which is N times smaller. Setting as a point of reference a particle placed in
the center of the coordinate system (having P0 ), the polarization of all other average particle j
located in a plane with coordinate z j is P j = P0 eikz j .
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The self-consistently calculated polarizability of an average particle α ∗ is thus
(α ∗ )−1 = (α )−1 + S,

(2)

where α is the polarizability tensor of a single nanoparticle and we introduce a coupling term
S ≡ ∑ j6=0 A0 j eikz j which runs over all other particles [31]. The summation value is defined
by the spatial arrangement of matter in the structure which can take any arbitrary form. Here,
we recast S as an integral of a structure factor over the volume occupied by the object (see
Appendix A for details). For the structures considered here the structure factor is the PCF g(r)
which describes the stochastic arrangement of particles. Dropping the tensor formalism and
assuming linearly polarized light in the x direction, the interaction term becomes
S =σ

Z

eikz Axx g(r) dV,

(3)

where σ = σ0 /rd is the particle density in the considered dimensionality (d = 1, 2, 3 for 1D, 2D,
and 3D, respectively), σ0 is a packing parameter, and Axx is given by Eq. (12) in Appendix A.
Thus, the polarizability of the medium becomes

α∗ =

1

α −1 + S

.

(4)

Using Eq. (4), extinction is calculated as Cext ∝ kIm(α ∗ ). From these calculations we extract
the resonance positions for all considered plasmonic glasses and plot them in preceding figures
together with the T-Matrix results. The key to calculating the average particle properties lies in
evaluating Eq. (3) to yield S for all dimensionalities, which are given in Appendix B.
5.

Discussion

For a qualitative analysis, let us first recall the optical properties of two identical metal particles
side-by-side [32]. An electric field parallel to the long axis of the dimer induces an attractive
configuration of dipoles in the particles leading to a lower resonance energy. When the field is
aligned along the short axis, a repulsive dipolar arrangement results in a higher energy mode.
In the 1D case, see Fig. 3(c), there are three distinct arrangements: (1,0), (1,1), and (0,0) in
terms of the orientation of the particle chain. In the first case the electric field is aligned along
the chain while in the other two across. This means, that for the (1,0)-orientation the particles
are predominantly coupled by their near-fields and oscillations are weak, while retardation inherent to dipolar radiation determines the color of the oscillation. Strong coupling will only be
observed for dense placement and results in a strong redshift for C < 2, as reported by Rechberger et al. [32].
The remaining two field-chain orientations are similar in this respect that the induced dipoles
are perpendicular to the chain meaning that both near- and far-field interactions take place. Due
to involvement of far-fields, oscillations are present up to much larger cc values than for the
(1,0)-orientation. The major difference responsible for their different optical properties is the
constant phase of the particle polarization for the (1,1)-orientation and a linearly varying for
(0,0). In the (1,1) case particles placed on opposite sides of the central one will illuminate it
in-phase. Depending on the sign of the radiated field with respect to the incident one the oscillations will induce either a blue- or redshift. And in contrast to the (1,0) case, due to the repulsive
alignment of the induced dipoles, for dense packing for the (1,1)-orientation experiences a blue
shift for small cc values.
In an amorphous chain illuminated along its length the phase of the induced dipoles depends
linearly on their z-position. This means, that two hypothetical particles placed symmetrically
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to either side of the central one have a phase shift of e±ikz relative to the central one. Adding
the retardation phase shift as well as a small ∆ phase delay due to reradiation, the scattered
fields of the preceding one will illuminate the central one with a phase shift of ei∆ , while the
following one with e2ikz+i∆ . This means, that the coupling will be attractive for certain values of
the minimum cc distance resulting in a redshift, as seen for the (0,0)-orientation. However, if we
considered unphysical values of the cc distance smaller than one (mathematically overlapping
particles with no common volume), then the phase shifts due to particle positioning would
be very small and repulsive interaction would be restored giving an expected blue shift [32].
Of course, this does not include higher order multipoles that are present for C < 2 and will
influence the optical response, however, we do not consider them in the analytical model.
The influence of interparticle coupling in 1D glass is also apparent in absorption and scattering, however, the modulation depths of absorption and scattering are not equal. Figure 3(a)
illustrates this fact clearly: scattering is less affected by radiation from other particles in comparison to absorption. The oscillation amplitudes at C = 4 are 0.09 eV and 0.17 eV for scattering
and absorption, respectively. Noting that extinction is a sum of the other two cross sections, we
have the extinction cross section expressed as
Cext ∝ Im

α
Im(α ) − |α |2 Im(S)
=
,
1 + αS
|1 + α S|2

(5)

and the scattering cross section is
Csca ∝

|α |2
.
|1 + α S|2

(6)

For individual particles α is constant, but the coupling term S varies as the minimum cc distance
changes. In the case of scattering, only the denominator is a function of the coupling term,
but for extinction also the numerator is a function of S, thus the oscillations of extinction are
indeed larger than for scattering. Furthermore, with extinction being the sum of scattering and
absorption, it is reasonable that absorption experiences larger oscillations than scattering.
One way of looking at the 2D and 3D glasses is that they may be constructed from amorphous
chains. While this is a slight simplification, as structures constructed this way would display
some degree of order, it helps to qualitatively consider the emergence of the observed 2D and
3D glass properties. In the 2D case for normal illumination the strong oscillations and blueshift
at small cc values (C ∼ 2) is expected, as it can be viewed as a combination of the 1D (1,0)- and
(1,1)-orientations (in-phase excitation), which both exhibit a blueshift and the latter one strong
oscillations.
For 3D plasmonic glass the central particle is surrounded by a virtual shell of small polarized
dipoles. The phase difference between the front and back halves induces a redshift for all dipole
orientations, similar as in the 1D (0,0) chain orientation, and this coupling is always strong,
as it occurs via both near- and far-field coupling. On the other hand, the interaction between
the central particle and the left/right sides depends on their relative phases and the resulting
blueshift (at small cc values) is weaker than the redshift. Thus, 3D glass exhibits a redshift of
the resonance position for decreasing C.
Finally, we comment on the accuracy of the analytical treatment with respect to the exact
T-Matrix solution. For 1D structures the agreement is excellent in the whole considered cc
range and for 2D only marginally worse. The accuracy decreases for 3D glasses and in part of
the cc range only qualitative agreement is noted. The two possibilities for this are a relatively
larger contribution from edge effects than in lower dimensionalities and a possible increase of
the importance of the quadrupole mode. Remaining is an almost complete disappearance of
oscillations in the 3D case. To observe oscillations a clear geometry for inducing oscillations
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is required. In the 1D case the strongest oscillations are observed for normal incidence [in Fig.
3(c) – (1,1)], where the effective dipole medium on both sides of the average particle is in
phase. When illuminated along the chain the dipole medium is not in phase and oscillations are
weaker. For a 3D situation the phase can not be matched and oscillations disappear.
6.

Conclusions and summary

Plasmonic glasses, composite materials which are characterized by an amorphous distribution
of metallic inclusions in a host matrix in the form of chains, planar arrays or 3D structures,
exhibit a number of interesting optical properties. The single particle polarizability (resonance
of a single inclusion) is considerably modified via coupling to other inclusions. Using T-Matrix
calculations for amorphous arrays of up to 10k spheres and for a wide range of inclusion densities, i.e. minimum cc values, we have demonstrated significant changes to the optical cross
sections.
Depending on the dimensionality of the plasmonic glass, polarization, and direction of illumination the optical response may: (i) exhibit significant oscillations of 0.2 eV or more (normal
incidence for 1D and 2D glasses), or (ii) show a very significant redshift of up to 0.4 eV with
small or negligible oscillations (grazing incidence for 1D or 3D glasses). Furthermore, using a
continuous dipolar medium approach based on the CDA we have analytically derived the average polarizability of the glasses that is in agreement with the T-Matrix calculations and elucidates the origin of observed spectral changes. These results show how the optical properties
of amorphous 1D, 2D, and 3D plasmonic arrays depend on the particle density, especially for
small interparticle spacing. These dependencies need to be taken into account when designing
functional amorphous bottom-up fabricated materials. The importance of our finding depends
on the particular application. For example, in 2D ensemble LSPR sensors the shift might not be
important as long as the sensitivity per refractive index unit is good, however, validation of peak
position and shape might only be adequate (qualitative). On the other hand, when attempting to
position the LSPR to the blue of the bandgap of a semiconductor for plasmon enhanced photovoltaics a shift of the resonance position of 20–40 nm might cause a significant decrease of
the efficiency. A similar problem occurs when trying to couple LSPRs to molecular resonances.
Our results are applicable not only to simple inclusions, but also to materials with complex ones
[22, 23] and can be extended to include interaction of higher order modes.
Appendix A: Continuous-dipolar-medium approach
Here we expand the theoretical derivation of Eqs. (3) and (4) from the CDA equations for
greater clarity. The starting point is an equation for the local fields acting onto particles in the
amorphous arrays. The field acting onto particle i including the contribution from all other particles ( j) in the CDA is Eloc,i = Einc,i − ∑ j6=i Ai j P j , where we assume that the incident field
propagates along the z-axis Einc = E0 eikz and Ai j P j determines the dipole radiation. The important assumption here is that the polarizability of average particles in a medium composed of
such particles is the same. However, a defined axis of light propagation (z-axis) causes a phase
shift of eikz . This means, that the polarization of an average particle j located in a plane with
coordinate z j is
P j = P0 eikz j ,
(7)
where P0 is the polarization of the particle in the center of the coordinate system. Thus, the field
polarizing the average sphere at the center of the coordinate system (i = 0) and the resulting
average polarizability α ∗ can now be written as
Eloc,0 = E0 − ∑ A0 j P j = E0 − P0 ∑ A0 j eikz j .
j6=0
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The polarization of the average particle is P0 = α Eloc,0 and after substituting into it Eq. (8) we
get
!
α
P0
P0 1 − α ∑ A0 j eikz j = α Eloc,0 ⇒ α ∗ =
=
,
(9)
E
1
−
α
∑ j A0 j eikz j
loc,0
j6=0
where α is the polarizability tensor of a single nanoparticle. In the above equation the single
particle polarizability α is modified by a term arising from the coupling S ≡ ∑ j6=0 A0 j eikz j .
This term can be rewritten in the following form

∑ A0 j e

ikz j

=

∑

j6=0

j6=0

Z

δ (x − x j )A0 j eikz j dV,

(10)

where δ (x − x j ) describes the particle arrangement in space. We change the order of the integral
and the sum and let G(x) ≡ ∑ j6=0 δ (x − x j ) be a structure factor. Thus, the interaction term now
depends on the function G(x) which can describe any particle arrangement. In the considered
case of a plasmonic glass, the distribution of metal particles is quasi-random with distinct shortrange order and lack of long-range order. The stochastic nature of this arrangement is best
described by a PCF, see Fig. 1(d). In order to assure the correct dimensionality of the integral
the PCF is multiplied by the average particle density σ . We let G(x) ≡ σ g(r), where g(r) is
the PCF. Thus dropping the tensor formalism and assuming linearly polarized light in the x
direction, the interaction term becomes
S =σ

Z

eikz Axx g(r) dV,

(11)

where Axx in usual spherical coordinates (r, θ , φ ) is


 1 − ikr

1 ikr k2
2
2
− sin2 θ sin2 φ − cos2 θ +
1
−
3
Axx =
e
sin
θ
cos
φ
.
4πε0
r
r3

(12)

Consideration of only the Axx term in the analytical treatment is justified by the fact that in
calculating the off-diagonal
terms one needsRto perform an azimuthal integral which yields zero.
R
They are Axy ∝ 02π sin φ cos φ dφ and Axz ∝ 02π cos φ dφ . This is a consequence of the averaging
inherent to our approach, however, in a real glass y- and z-components of polarization will be
present due to the randomness in particle arrangement.
Appendix B: Analytical description of plasmonic glasses
Three dimensional plasmonic glass. The largest structure is a 3D amorphous array, Fig. 1(c),
yet it is the simplest to analyze due to its symmetry – the equations do not depend on the

Table 1. Fitting parameters for pair correlation functions [see Eq. (1)] of plasmonic glasses
in 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensions shown in Fig. 1.

dimension
1D
2D
3D
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a
22.
1.02
1.47

a0
0.87
1.05
1.03

a1
15.
17.5
15.

parameter
b
b0
0.22 2.1
0.77 0.87
0.64 0.71

b1
1.19
1.62
1.74

d
0.79
0.79
0.81

e
1.39
1.22
1.08
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direction of incidence and polarization. The 3D interaction term is
S

=σ

3D

Z+∞Zπ Z2π

r2 sin θ eikr cos θ Axx g(x) dr dθ dφ .

(13)

rcc 0 0

Parts of the integrations to be performed here will diverge, unless a cutoff is introduced. To this
end we use the function e−ar , which can physically be understood as an illuminating beam of a
finite cross section, where a determines how quickly the beam amplitude decays.
Two dimensional plasmonic glass. Here, we give the 2D interaction term for an amorphous
array illuminated by an arbitrarily incident s-polarized (TE) light, while for p-polarized (TM)
the electric field is rotated by π2 . The difference between this and the 3D case is the restriction of
the integral to a plane. The plane is tilted in the yz-plane and is given by z = By [see Fig. 1(b)],
where the slope is B = cot θm and θm is the angle between the z-axis and the 2D plane. For TE
light we have in spherical coordinates θ = arccot(cot θm sin φ ) which indicates, that for every
angle φ there is a certain angle θ which defines a part of the 2D plane. Thus the integral is
multiplied by 1r δ (θ − arccot(cot θm sin φ )) to define the array plane
S 2D = σ

Z+∞Zπ Z2π

r sin θ eikr cos θ Axx δ [θ − arccot(cot θm sin φ )]g(x) dr dθ dφ .

(14)

rcc 0 0

For normally incident light the delta function is nonzero only for θ = π /2 and Eq. (14) simplifies to the case described previously [28].
Random chain – 1D plasmonic glass. An amorphous linear chain of particles, due to its
linearity, can be arbitrarily oriented in 4π relative to the incident wave. Figure 1(a) shows the
geometry where the chain orientation is defined by a polar angle θ0 and an azimuthal φ0 . To confine the integration volume to the chain we write the integral in two parts δ (θ − θ0 )δ (φ − φ0 )
and δ (θ − (π − θ0 ))δ (φ − (φ0 + π )) with both expressions divided by r2 sin θ . This simplifies
the integrations to only the radial one
S

1D

Z+∞

= σ (eikr cos θ0 + e−ikr cos θ0 )Axx g(x) dr.

(15)

rcc
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